Wave properties of strongly coupled complex dusty (SCCD) plasmas evaluated using the equilibrium molecular dynamics (EMD) simulation technique. In this work, the plasma normalized longitudinal current correlation function C L (k,t) and transverse current C T (k,t) are calculated for a large range of plasma parameters of Coulomb coupling parameter (Γ) and screening strength (κ) with varying wave's number (k). In EMD simulations, we have analysed different modes of wave propagation in SCCD plasmas with increasing and decreasing sequences of different combinations of plasmas parameters (κ, Γ) at vary- 
Introduction
Transport properties of complex dusty plasma have been very actively investigated in the laboratory and by computer simulations, and wave properties have played a dominated role in both system monitoring and optimization. Waves in complex system have a dynamical role for understanding the behaviours of individual particles in different applications, for example, instabilities and wave propagation during flow. The subject of complex liquids or dusty plasmas containing micron-size charged condensed particles has recently been actively investigated in the physics and chemistry of plasmas, ionized gases, and the space environment, environmental sciences, semiconductor plasma processing industries, nuclear energy generation and materials research. Dust in atmosphere and in the entire universe is in different shapes and sizes. Mostly, it is in solid form and also in liquid and gaseous forms. Dust particle coexists with plasma and then forms dusty (complex) plasma. In the plasma when an electron is displaced from their equilibrium position, the electrostatic forces due to ions pull the electron back. Due to small mass of electron, overshoot the ions and oscillation in plasma is started.
Plasma
There are four states of matter: liquid, solid, gas and plasma. The Irving Langmuir, an American physicist, defines plasma first time as "plasma is a quasi-neutral gas of the charged particles that show collective behaviors." He received Noble prize in 1927 first time using the term "plasma" [1] . The quasi neutral means "when the number of ions is equal to the number of electrons then gas becomes electrically neutral (ni ≈ ne)". Collective behaviour means that charged particle collides with each other due to electric field and coulomb potential. Applications of plasma in industries, science and technology and in our daily life are very significant [2, 3] .
History of plasma
In 1922, the term plasma is used and defined by an American scientist Irving Langmuir. In 1930, a few isolated researchers, each motivated by some specific practical problems, began
the study of what is now called plasma physics. In 1940, Hanes Alfven developed theory of hydrodynamic waves and gives the future prospectus of waves in astrophysical plasma (now called Alfven's waves). In 1950, research on magnetic fusion energy was started based on plasma physics in the USA, Soviet and Britain. The end decade of 1960 Russian Tokomak configuration empirically developed and created plasma with different parameters. In 1970 and 1980, the performance of tokomak was improved at the end of twentieth century and fusion break-even nearly achieved in tokomak. In the 1980s, many new applications of plasma in different fields of science and technology appeared. In the 1990s, study on dusty plasma was started (when the dust particles are immersed in plasma, they change the properties of plasma, which is known as dusty plasma) [4, 5] .
Types of plasma
Plasma classified on the basis of temperature of electrons, ions and degree of ionization as well as density.
Cold plasma
T i , T e and T g are the temperatures of ions, electron and gas respectively, if the plasmas satisfy T e > > T i > > T g condition is called cold plasma. The pressure of the cold plasma is low than collisions between electrons, ions and gases molecule that are not frequent. In this plasma, non-thermal symmetry between energies of gas molecules and electrons are not existed. Temperature of electrons is higher than ions and has greater energy than ions. Similarly, ions have greater energy than gas molecules. In this type of plasma, the effect of magnetic field is very weak and also can be ignored; only charge particles are affected by electric field. It is created in the laboratory on positive column of the glow discharge tube. Applications of cold plasma in food processing, sterilization of tooth, hand and self-decontaminating filter. It is used as a convenient descriptor to distinguish one-atmosphere. Examples of cold plasma are fluorescent lamps and neon signs [6] .
Ultracold plasma
If the plasma having very low temperature approximately 100 mK to 10 μK, density 2×10 9 cm 3 , interaction between particles is strong and the thermal energy of the particles is low compared with Coulomb energy between interacting particles known as ultracold plasma. It is created by pulsed lasers, laser-cooled atoms and photo ionization [7] .
Hot plasma
If the plasmas have very high temperature, the collision between interacting particles is very frequent also thermal equilibrium obtains, if plasma satisfies T e ≅ T i, this condition is known as hot plasma or thermal plasma. It is created in laboratory with high gas pressure in the discharge tube. Hot plasma acquired local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). Examples of hot plasma are atmospheric arcs, sparks and flame. In the hot plasma, the thermal equilibrium occurs between the gas molecules and electrons when electron collides with the gas molecules at a high pressure in the discharge tube.
Ideal plasma
It is defined by a plasma parameter which is known as Coulomb coupling and denoted by Γ = P . E ____ K . E . Whenever, Γ< 1, then that plasma is called ideal plasma. In ideal plasma, the kinetic energy (KE) of the plasma is greater than potential energy (PE) at low density and high temperature. In the ideal plasma, the value of Coulomb coupling is negligible. Due to low density, the collisions between particles are less, and ideal plasma does not have a specific structure [8, 9] .
Non-ideal complex (dusty) plasma
When dust particles are immersed in the plasma, then the properties of plasma become complex known as complex (dusty) plasma. The dust particles are charged and much larger than electrons, ions and neutral atoms, and their size varies from millimetre to nanometre. The properties of dust particles are investigated in different fields of research such as plasma physics, plasma chemistry, ionized gases, material research and astrophysics and also in space physics. Dust particle changes different properties of plasma dominate in current carrier, form liquid and crystalline states. Comets, exposed dusty surfaces, planetary rings and zodiacal dust cloud are the examples of dusty plasma [10] [11] [12] .
Dust particle in plasma
Dust in atmosphere and in the entire universe is in different shapes and sizes. Mostly, it is in solid form and also presents in liquid and gaseous forms. If dust particle coexists with plasma, it forms dusty (complex) plasma. Dust particle acquires charge and is affected by electric and magnetic fields. Temperature on the dust particle is approximately 10 K, and electric potential varies from 1 to 10 V is mostly negatively potential. Charge on dust particle depends on the flow of electrons and ions. It can be grown or inserted in low-temperature plasma at low degree of ionization in the laboratory. It becomes a dominant component of dusty plasma for transports of energy, momentum and mass. In these days, dusty plasma becomes more significant in the field of research of science and technology by investigating its transport properties in the laboratory. Currently, complex plasma becomes more interesting field of research. The major ratio of plasma in the universe is dusty plasma. It is a huge occurrence in magneto and ionosphere of earth, atmosphere of stars, sun, solar wind, galaxies cosmic radiations, planetary rings comet tails and nebulae. Dusty plasma also known as complex plasma has electrons, ions, neutral and dust particles components [12] .
Charge on dust particle
Dust particles in plasma gain the electric charge, which they obtained in the plasma. The charge on dust particle can range from zero to hundreds of thousands of electrons depending on the size and shape of the dust particle. When a dust grain immersed in an ionized medium, soon it gains a charge when its surface is contact with plasma. This is valid for small floating objects like dust particles, also for electrode surfaces and macroscopic objects inserted into the discharge tube. This charge determines by balancing positive ion and the electron current. These currents must be equal in a steady state. Due to high mobility of the electrons as compared to ions, the surface collects negative charges, which attracts positive ions and repel the electrons until an immobile state is reached. Therefore, by equating fluxes between electrons and ions, the charge on particle can be obtained. This charge is responsible for confinement and long lifetimes of particles in plasmas. Due to interactions between these particles, waves, instabilities and other collective phenomena are produced.
Size of dust particle
Dust particles are much larger than electrons and ions, and its size varies from 10 −3 m to 10 −9 m. A typically used particle may have a diameter of 3.50±0.05 μm and a mass ~3×10 −11 kg.
Such particles are named mono disperse. It has any shape, mostly spherical, and also easily observed in laboratory without any microscope. It is made by conducting or dielectric material [12, 13] .
Nature of dust particle
Dust particles that collect the plasma particles such as electrons and ions on their surface become an interacting particle. In the dusty plasma energy, momentum and mass are transferred through dust particle. Dust particle may be in liquid, solid and gaseous forms.
Application of plasma in daily life
Plasma is widely used in the field of science, technology and in our daily life. Plasma science also affects human life in different fields and ways. It plays a very important role in the sterilizing of medical instruments, laser, developments of fusion energy, intense particle beams, plasma processing, lightening, development fusion energy controlling, high-power energy sources, high-power radiations sources and water purification plant [3] . X-ray and ultraviolet electron beams and radiations, which are emitted by plasma-centered sources, have a diversity of applications in different fields.
Application of plasma in textiles
In textile industries, plasma used for surface treatment shows a large number of advantages. Different plasma treatments were used to modify the surface of fabrics, such as cold plasma treatments, which modify the large and reliable systems in fabrics. Three effects are found on the textile surfaces during plasma treatments: (1) cleaning effect, (2) increase of micro roughness and (3) produce deliquescent surfaces. The plasma polymerization is a process in which solid polymeric materials are deposited on textile substrate with required properties; currently, this technique is under development, and in this technique only upper surface is modified. This treatment also has optimistic effects on printing and dying of wool and has proved to be successful in shrink-resist. Improvement of surface wetting technique in artificial polymers is done with treatment in oxygen-, air-and NH 3 plasma. Hydrophilic treatment used as a dirt-repellent and antistatic finish [Sparavigna, 2008] . Plasma treatment is environmental friendly in which only upper layer of surface is modified without changing its bulk properties. Vacuum plasma is used on a small scale as is used in reel-to-reel machinery at the industrial scale; it plays a vital role to enhance a number of properties, including liquid repellency, the specific surface functionality and improved wet ability.
Application of plasma in industry
The surfaces of optics and contact lenses can be cleaned by plasma treatment. In this process, thin layer of the organic impurity is removed almost from all surfaces. Plasmas are used for the manufacturing of semiconductor chips in discharge tube, and the dust particles are essentially formed from the reactive gases used for the creation of plasmas. These dust particles are used for the manufacturing of semiconductor chips and give the significant results for the conduction of electric current. In the aerospace industries, plasma treatment of composite and polymer materials are commonly used. This treatment has advantages in adhesive and cleaning bonding of the dissimilar materials. In the automotive industries, adhesion of the exterior and interior parts is increased by the plasma treatment apparatus and plasma treatment procedures without any heat effect that commonly facing with flames. The Henniker is well known as a great leader in this field because he controlled plasma systems with low cost for almost in every common automotive development mission [2, 3, 11].
Waves in plasma

Plasma oscillation
In the plasma, when an electron is displaced from their equilibrium position, the electrostatic forces due to ions pull the electron back. Due to small mass of electron, overshoot the ions and oscillation in plasma are started. The plasma oscillation leads to plasma frequency which is denoted by ω pe . When the amplitude of oscillation is small, then oscillation forms a sinusoidal waveform. Mathematically, oscillation is represented as:
where n is the density, n ¯¯ is the constant that tells about the amplitude of waves and k is propagation constant that describes the direction of waves and t is the time. The propagation constant in Cartesian coordinates
The phase velocity is that depends upon the density of plasma and does not depend on k.
Classification of waves in plasma
In this chapter, we classified plasma waves with respect to direction of motion of charge particles (electron, ion), which are perpendicular or parallel to the direction of propagation. The longitudinal waves consist of electrostatic (ion and electron) waves and transverse wave consists of electromagnetic (ion and electron) waves, mostly transverse component and sometime longitudinal component also.
Electron waves (electrostatic)
Plasma oscillation
Plasma oscillation, also known as Irving Langmuir waves, is discovered by American scientists Irving Langmuir and Lewi Tonks in 1920, and the frequency of plasma oscillation is high due to low electron density in the conducting materials such as metal and plasma. It is found in interstellar gas clouds and earth atmosphere. Mathematically, it is written as 
Upper hybrid oscillation
The upper hybrid oscillation is a resonance phenomenon in plasma which the electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field and waves propagates across the static magnetic field:
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Ions waves (electrostatic)
Acoustic waves
It is a type of longitudinal waves in magnetized plasma that propagates due to compression mode and its direction along the magnetic field lines. The particle velocity, sound pressure, sound intensity and particle displacement are the important quantities of acoustic waves. It exhibits the interference, diffraction and reflection phenomenon. In general, ion acoustic wave formula is [1, 14] 
EMD model for correlation relations and numerical technique
In this section, we introduce the molecular dynamic simulation technique and its theoretical background that was needed in this work. We introduced a system of mathematical model that used and applied in the computer simulations and also explained steps for molecular dynamics simulation codes. In addition, it also explains the simulation parameters and techniques. Yukawa potential was first time proposed by a scientist Hideki Yukawa in 1930. Through this potential, charged particles do interact, which is defined as
where Q is the charge on dust particle interacts with other charge particle, ε 0 is the permittivity of free space, r is the distance of interacting particle and λ D is Debye screening length.
Current correlation functions
The particle current or momentum current for single atomic (molecule) species in MD unit is given as:
where v j and r j are the velocity and position of jth particle. By using the Fourier transformation, Eq. (4) should be written as:
The correlation function of the current vector component is defined as:
For the isotropic fluid under the consideration of symmetry, Eq. (6) can be expressed in terms of longitudinal current correlation and transverse current correlation in the relative direction of k, where k is the wave vector.
, we obtain longitudinal and transverse current functions in X, Y and Z direction relative to the k and −k.
Normalized longitudinal current correlation function C L (k,t)
Eq. (7) split into longitudinal current and transverse current by using the Fourier transformation as:
Inserting the value of π z in Eq. (8), we have
Longitudinal current correlation function explains the direction of propagates along Z-axis in the positive and negative directions of Z-axis with wave number. This equation also specifies about longitudinal motion of charge particle.
Time-dependent normalized transverse current correlation C T (k,t)
Using the Fourier transformation for Eq. (7), the transverse current correlation is defined as:
where (12) Eq. (12) states about the directions of propagation of electromagnetic waves with respect to wave number along the positive and negative X-and Y-axes. The transverse current correlations also describe us about transverse motion of charge particle in complex system or complex (dusty) plasma [15] [16] [17] .
Parameters and simulation techniques
In this section, we select a system of choice having number of particles N = 500-4000: these existing particles in a cube volume (V) interact with each other by pairwise Yukawa potential given in Eq. (3). In this chapter, the EMD simulation technique has been used to investigate the longitudinal current correlation and transverse current correlation that are given in Eqs. (9) and (10) 
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To illustrate the behaviour of correlation function of SCCD plasma using EMDS, the time-dependent normalized longitudinal current correlation (C L (k,t) from Eq. (9) spectra is plotted against simulation time step (Δt), as shown in Figures 1-3 
Summary
The EMD simulation method is used to investigate the C L (k,t) and C T (k,t) for SCCD plasma over a wide range of plasma parameters κ, Γ, N and k (wave number). The first involvement of presented simulation is that it delivers and understands the propagation of waves in SCCD plasma. In general, the amplitude and frequency of waves with different modes are analysed. The presented simulation specifies that the waves are frequently propagated at intermediate and high value of Γ. These investigations show that the values of frequency and amplitude depend on Γ, κ, N and k. The EMD simulation investigation shows the plasma wave behaviors that are observed at low and intermediate values of Γ and does not show at higher value of Γ and at lower value of κ =1. 4 . It has been shown that the presented EMD method and earlier EMD techniques have comparable performance over the wide range of plasma points, both yielding reasonable results for correlation parameters. New simulations yield more reliable and excellent data for the C L (k,t) and C T (k,t) for a wider range of κ (= 1, 4) and Γ (= 1, 100), respectively. The existing simulation delivers more reliable data for the existence of waves and dynamical structure in SCCD plasma. These simulation results show that in the absence of structure in dusty plasma, the shear wave does not support. The sound wave frequently propagates at medium and higher values of Γ in SCCD plasma. It is suggested that the presented EMD technique based on the Ewald summation described here can be used to explore other ionic and dipolar materials. It is very interesting to note what other types of interaction potentials support correction parameters of strongly coupled plasmas and how its strengths depend on the range of new interaction potentials.
